This means that computer implementation efficiency obtains in the methods developed in the present contract effort.
Consequently, the modified diakoptic technique allows one either to achieve greater accuracy or to analyze larger structures than is possible with available methods. Of course, the precise enhancement of accuracy and/or structure depends on the details of the structure under consideration.
In this regard, it should be mentioned that to be amenable to analysis by the modified diakoptic theory, a structure must be such that it can be "diakopted" (sliced, in the case of a conductor) into smaller substructures, each separated from its immediate neighbor by a port at which a voltage and a current can be defined. Research results achieved to date in the development of solution techniques based on the modified diakoptic theory applied to the type structures mentioned above indicate that an appreciable enhancement of accuracy or an increase in size is, indeed, realizable. In addition, as a minor by-product, the modified diakoptic theory is more understandable to a typical engineer than is the moment method.
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